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THE UTIUlY OF PHONIC
GENERALIZATIONSIN THE

-----_PRIMARy GRADES _
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or the position and pronunciation of
vowels.

Throughout these exercises. follow-
ing the dicrum of my reading methods
teacher, we were careful not to call the
generalizations "rule~," for all our state-
ments had a number of exceptions. As
the class finally formulated a generaliza-
tion regarding the relationships of let-
ters, lener. position, and sounds, such
defensive phrasing as "most of the time,"
"usually," and "often" appeared as pro-
tective measures. We also spent timt
listing some of the exceptions to our
generalizations.

At this point Kenneth entered the
discussion. While the class was busily
engaged in developing the generaliza-
tion, Kenneth had skimmed his diction-
ary, locating long lists of exceptions to
the"generalization. In fact, he often lo-
cated more exceRtions than I could list
applications. When I protested-some-
what weakly-that the dictionary con-
tained many unusual words, Kenneth
continued his role as an educational
scientist. He turned to the basic reader
word list in the back of his text and pro-
duced nearly similar results. Today, of
course, Kenneth's behavior ~ould be
rated as "gifted," "talented," or "crea-
tive"-although I remember discussing
him in other terms as 1 sat in the teach-
er's lounge.

The origins of this study go back to Ken-
neth, an extraordinary elementary pupil.
Prior to my encounter with Kenneth I
had completed a reading methods course
in a small teachers college which pro-
vided a background in the principles of
teaching reading as well as a good in-
troduction to techniques. Among these
techniques were procedures to develop
phonic generalizations and also the list
(not a list) of the most valuable general-
izations to develop. (To those of you who
might like copies of the liSt, I am sad to
repon that somehow through the years
it has been lost.)

Difficulties with Kenneth began as
the class reviewed. phonic generaliza-
tions at the starr of the school year. Our
procedures were like those used in many
classroom,; Groups of words were pre-
sented, and the class analyzed their like-
nesses and differences with a view toward
deriving a generalization about relarion-
ships between certain leners and sounds
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As Kenneth had provided a memo-
rable a'nd even a "rich" learning experi-
ence for me, he furnished the impetus for
a series of studies which will anempt to
answer three questions: (1) What phonic
generalizations are being taught in basic·
reading programs for the primary grades?
(2) To what extent are these generaliza-
tions useful in having a "reasonable" de-
gree of application to words commonly
met in primary grade material? (3) Which
of the generalizations that stand the test
of question 2 can be learned and success-
fully applied to unknown words by pri-
mary children?

WHAT GENERALIZATIONS
ARE TAUGHT?

Four widely used sets of readers were
selected to determine the rhnnic gener-
alizations being taught in the primary
gra~es. After a preliminary study of the
manuals, workbooks, and readers, the
manuals were selected as the source of
the generalizations. The manuals pre-
sented the generalizations in three ways:
(1) statemenrs to be taught to the pupils,
(2) statements to be derived by the pupils
after inductive teaching, and (3) state-
ments with no clear indiClrion as to what
was to be done. Generalizations pre-
sented by all three means were included
in the analysis.

Five general types of generalizations
emerged from the study of the teach-
ers manuals. These types dealt with
(1) vowels, (2) consonants, (3) endings,
\-+) ~yilabication, and (5) miscellaneous
relationships. Arbitrary decisions were
made in assigning some gener;:lliz.ltions
to one or another of the five types since
certain statements might easily be classi-
fied under twO or more headings.

<NORD i<ECOGNITiON STUDIES

If we eliminate from our considera-
tion the miscellaneous type of generali-
zation, a total of 121 different statements
were located. There were 50 vowel gen-
eralizations, 15 consonant generaliza-
tions, and 28 generalizations in each of
the ending and syllabication groups. In
evaluating these figures it should be kept
in mind that any statement was consid-
ered a separate generalization when its
phrasing excluded or included di ttcrent
sets of words than anorher statement. For
example, the generalization, "When there
are twO vowels side by side, the long
sound of the first is heard Jnd the second
one is usually silent" and "When ea come
together in a word, the first letter IS long
and the second is silent" were counted
as two separate generalizations, al-
though the: second statement is a special
application of the first.

While not directly reiJted co our
discussion here, note should be made of
the wide variation of grade level of intro-
duction, emphasis, and phrasing of the
generalizations. Of the 50 different vowel
generalizations, only 11 were common
to all four series. None of these 11 was
presented initially at the same half-rear
grade level in all four series. Some series
gave a much greater emphaSIS co the gen-
eralizations than did other series. One
publisher introduced only 33 of the 121
generalizations, while another presented
68. These comments are not meant to
detract from the usefulness of basic ma-
terials, but simply to point out some of
their differences. These differences do .:all
for careful adjustments in the classroom
when pupils are moved from one set of
m.ltl:rials to another. The teacher who
changes from series X to series Y may
need to n1J.J...l:some important revisions
in his word recognition program. These
findings may indicate also the need for
further experimentation on emphasis Jnd
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che developmental aspects of our word
recognition program.

...I

1

posite list to determine (a) the words
which were pronounced as the generali-
zation claimed and (b) the words which
were exceptions to the generalization.

3. A "per cent of utility" was com-
puted for each generalization by dividIng
the number of words pronounced as the
generalization claimed by the total num-
ber of words to which the generalization
could be expected to apply. For exam-
ple; if the generalization claimed that
"When the leners Da are together In a
word, 0 always gives its long sound and
the a is silent." All words containing Da
were located in the list. The number of
these words was the total number of
words to which the generalization should
apply. Then the phonetic spellings of these
words were examined to see how many
words containing 912 actually did have
the long 0 followed by the silent a. In
this case thirty words were located which
contained oa. Twenty-nine of these were
pronounced as the generalization claimed;
one was not. The per cent of utility be-
came 29130 or 97. This procedure was
followed for generalizations.

When the per cent of utiliry was
computed for each generalization, we set
two criteria as to what consriruted a
"reasonable" degree of application. We
have no scientific evidence to demon-
strate that these criteria are valid; it can
only be said that they seem reasonable
to us.

The first criterion was that the com-
posite word list must Contain a mini-
mum of tv..enry words to which the
generalization might apply. Generaliza-
tions with lower frequencies of applica-
tion do not seem to mew instructional
rime.

The second criterion was a per cent
of utility of at least 75. To state the m:1t.
tel' another way, if the pupiJ applied the
generalization to twenty words, it should

WHICH GENERALIZATIONS
ARE USEFUL?

Forry-five of the generalizations given in
the manuals were selected for further
study. The selection of these was some-
what arbitrary. The main criterion was
to ask, "Is the generalization stated spe-
cifically enough so that it can be said to
aid or hinder in the pronunciation of a
particular word?" An example or two
will make our criterion clear. The gen-
eralization, "Long 0 makes a sound like
its name." is undoubtedly a valuable
generalization, but it was not specific
enough to meet our criterion. On the
ocher hand, the statement, "When a vowel
is In the mIddle of a one syllJble word,
the vowel is short," was included be-
~ause we could judge by reference to a
word list how often one syllable words
with a vowel in the middle do In fact
have a short vowel sound.

Our next problem was to develop a
word list on which we could test the
generalizations. A reasonable approach
seemed to be that of making up a com-
posite list of all the words introduced in
the four basic series from which the gen-
eralizations were drawn, plus the words
from the GJtes ReJding Vocabulary for
che Primary Grades. Once this list of some
twenty-six hundred words was pre-
pared, the following steps were taken:

1. The phonetic respelling and the
syllabic division of all words were re-
corded. Webster's New CoJ/egillte Dic-
tionary was used as the authoriry for this
information.

2. EJ~h phOniC generalization was
checked agaInst the words in the com-
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116 WORD RECOGNITION STUDIES

The Utility of Forty-Five Phonic Generalizations
Per Cent

"Generalization J No. of Wo,d, I No. of lot
Conforming Exceptions UtilLtv

1. When there are rwo vowels side by Side,
the long sound of the first one is heard
and the second is usually silent. I 309 (beadlt I 377 (chieM I 45

2. When a vowel is in the middle of a one·
syllable word, the vowel is shorr.

1

408
1

249 62

middle letter 191 (dress) 84 (,cold) 69

one of the middle rwo lereers in a
word of four letters 1191 (rest) I 135 (raid) I 59

one vowel within a word of more than
four lereers I '26 (splash) I 39 (fight) I 46

3. If the only vowel leerer is at the end of
a word, the letter usuallY stands for :!

long sound. . I 23 (he) I 8 (ra) I 74

4. ~'hen there Jre rwo \'owels, one of
which is final e, the first vowel is long
and the e is silent. 1180 (bone) I lOR (done' I 63

"5. The r gives the preceding vowel a sound
that is neither long nor short. 1484 \horn) 1134 (wire) I (S

6. The' first vowel is usually long and the
second silent in rhe digraphs oJ/, ea, OJ,

and ui. 179 92 66

ai 43 :nail) 24 \saIJ) 64

ea 101 (bead) 51 (head) 66

oa 34 iboat) 1 (cupboarJ~ I 9:-

u; 1 (suit) 16 (build) 6

7. In the phonogram it!, the i is silent and
the t: has J long sound. I 8 'field) I 39 (friend) I 1-

"8. Words having double e usuallv have rhe
lung .' )uunJ. . I R5 I~eem\ I 2. 'been) I 98

9. When words end with silent e, the pre-
ceding a or i is long. I 164 (cake) I 108 (have) I 60

"10. In ay the y is silent and gives a its long
sound. I 36 (play) I 10 (always) I 78

11. When the lereer i is followed by the let-
ters gh, the i usually stands for its long
sound and the gh is silent. I 22 (high) I 9 (neighbor) I 71

12. When a follows w in a word, it usually
has the sound a as in was. I 15 (watch) I 32 (swam) I 32

13. When e is followed by w. the vowel
sound is the same as represented by 00. I 9 (blew) I 17 (5ew) I 35

14. The tWO letters ow make rhe long 0

sound. I 50 (own) I 35 (down) I 59
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The Utility 01 Forty-Five PhoniC Generalizations (continued)

"GeneralizatIon No. of Words
Conforming

No. of
Excepnof15 II Per Cent

of
; Utility

"32. In most cwo-syllable words that end in
a consonant followed by y, the first syl-
lable is accented and the last is
unaccented. /101 (baby)

33. One vowel letter in an accented sylla.
ble has ils shorr sound. I 517 (city)

15

95

lOO

40

90

48

84

96

99

100

85

87

64

100

100

100

61

96

100

o

1 (are)

75 (threw)

31 (nay)

5 (machine)

3 (ocean)

a

65 (canal)

170 (funny)

28 (give)

o
o

3 (suggest)

o

o

4 (supply)

13 (insect)

143 (polite)

356 (lady)

9 (dare)

29 (fly)

61 ;all)

99 (catch)

66 (cent)

8 (write)

49 (engine)

30 (fight)

10 (knife)

103 (peach)

46 (brick)

143 ,c.1mp;

86 (belong)

334 (carry)

828 (famous)

15. ~' is sometimes a voweJ and follows
the vowel digraph rule. I 50 (crow)

"16. When v is the final letter in a word, it
usually has a vowel sound. 1169 (dry)

17. 'X'hen y is used as a vowel in words, it
sometimes has the sound of long i.

18. The lener a has Ihe same sound (6) when
followed by I, w, and u.

19. When 11 is followed by r and final e, we
expect to hear the sound heard in care.

·20. \Vhen c and h are next to each other,
they make only one sound.

• 21. Ch is usually pronounced as it is in
kitchen, cutch, and chair, not like sh.

"22. When c is followed bye or I, the sound
of S IS likely 10 be heard.

·23. When the letter c is followed by 0 or a
the sound of k IS likely 10 be he.lrd.

24. The letter g often has a sound similar
to that of j IfI lump when it precedes
the letter 1 or e.

"25. When ght is seen in a word, gh is silent.

26. When a word begins Iuz, the k is silent.

27. When a word beglfls With wr, the w is
silent.

"28. When two of the same consonants are
sIde by side only one IS heard.

·29. When a word ends in ck, it has the same
last sound as IfI luok.

"30. In mosr cwo-syllable words, the first
svllable IS accenred.

"31. If J, In. re, ex, de. or be is the firsl
syllable IfI a word, it is usually
unaccented.
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The Utility of Forty-Five Phonic Generalizations (continued)

WORD RECOGNITION STUDIES

research

Per Cent

"Generalization No. of Words No. of of
Conforming Exceptions Utiliry

34. When y or ey is seen in the last syllablt:
that is not accented, the long sound of
e is heard. 0 157' (babY) a

35. When ture is the final syllable in a word,
it is unaccented. 4 (picture) 0 100

36. When 'riml is the final syllable in a word,
it is unaccented. 5 (station) 0 100

37. [n many twO- and three-svllable words,
the final e lengthens the vowel in ,the
last syllable. 52 (invite) 62 ~gasoline) 46

38. [f the first vowel sound in a word is
followed by twO consonants, the first
syllable usually ends with the fil'stof
the twO consonants. 404 (bullet) 159 (singer) 72

39. If the first vowel sound in a word is
followed by a single consonant, that
consonant usually begins the second
syllable. 190 (over) 237 (oven) 44

-40. If the last syllable of a word ends in Ie,
the consonant preceding the Ie usually
begins the last syllable. 62 (tumble) 2 (buckle) 97

··H. \'\'ht:n the first vowel dt:mt:nt in J word I
is followed by th, ch, or sh, these sym-
bols are not bro,ken when the word is'
diVIded into syllables and may go with
either the first or second syllable. 30 (dishes) 0 100

42. [n a word of more than one syllable,
the letter v usual1y goes with the pre-
.;edmg vo .....el to torm a syllabic. 53 (.;ovt:r) 20 (clover) 73

43. When a word has only one vowel let-
tcr, the vowel sound is likely to be short. 433 (hid) 322 (kind) 57

-44. When there is one e in a word that ends I
in a consonant, the e usually has a short
sound. 85 ~It:g; 27 ,blew) 76

"45. When the last syllable is the sound r, it
is unaccented. 188 (butter) 9 (appear) 95

tWords in parentheses are examples--either of words which conform or of exceptions, depending
on the column .

•Generalizations marked with an asterisk were found "useful" according to the criteria.
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aid him in gening the correct pronunci-
ation in fifteen of the twenty words.

The table gives the results of our
analysis of the forry-five phonic general-
izations. An inspection of the data leaves
me somewhat confused as to the value
of generalizations. Some time-honored
customs in the teaching of reading may
be in need of revision.

Certain generalizations apply to large
numbers of words and are rather con-
stant in prqviding the correct pronunci-
ation of words. (See, for example,
generalizations 19,35, and 36.)

A group of generalizations seem to

he useful only after the pupil can pro-
nounce, the word. Generalizations which
specify vowel pronunciation in stressed,
syllables require that the pupil know the
pronunciation of the word before he can
apply the generalization. (See, for exam-
ple, generalizarion 33.) This criticism as-
sumes, of course, that the purpose of a
generalization is to help the child unlock
the pronunciation of LmknoU'n words.

The usefulness of certain generali-
zations depends upon regional pronun-
ciations. While following Webster's
markings, generalization 34 is rejected.
Midwestern pronunciation makes this
generalization rather useful, althrough we
reject it because we used Webster as the
authority. Such problems are narural, and
we should not hold it against Mr. Web-
ster that he came from New England.

If we adhere to the criteria set up at
the beginning of rhe study, of the forty-
five generalizations only eighteen, num-
bers 5,8, 10,16,20,21,22,23,25,28,
29, 30, 31, 32, 40, 41, 44, and 45 are
useful. Some of the generalizations which
failed to meet our criteria might be use-
ful if stated in different terms or if re-
srricted to certain types of words. We are
srudying these problems ar the present
tlme. We are also examining other gen-
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eralizations which we did nor rest in this
study.

CONCLUSION

In evaluating this initial venture in rest-
ing the urility of phonic generalizations,
it seems quite clear that many generali-
zarions which are commonly taught are
of limited value. Certainly the study in-
dicates that we should give careful atten-
tion to pointing out the many eXCeptionS
to most of the generalizations that we
teach. Current "extrinsic" phonics pro-
grams which present large numbers of
generalizations are open to question on
the basis of rhis study.

This study does nor, of course, an-
swer the question of which generalIza-
tions primary children can apply in
working out the pronunciation of un-
known words_ The answer to the ques-
tion of the primary child's ability to apply
these and other generalizations will corne
only through c1assrroom experimenta-
tion. Also, this study does not establish
the per cent of utility required for a gen-
eralization to be useful. The percentage
suggested hert (75) may be too high.
Cbssroom research mighr reveal that
generalizations with lower percentages of
utility should be taught because they en-
coura,ge children to examine words for
sound and letter relationships.

The most disturbing fact to come
from the study may be the rather dismal
failure of generalization 1 to provide the
correct pronunciation even 50 percent of
the time. As one teacher remarked when
this study was presented to a reading
methods class, "!vir. Clymer, for years
I've been teaching 'When two vowels go
walking, the firsr one does the talking.'
You're ruining the romance in the reach-
ing of reading!"
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